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Elio™ to Attend Healthcare Facilities Symposium & Expo in Chicago
(Holland, MI) September 9, 2010- Elio™ is bringing its LED lighting products to the health care industry
next week at Chicago’s Heathcare Facilities Symposium and Expo at Navy Pier. By harnessing the power
of LEDs into application specific designs, elio™ offers companies in the healthcare industry the opportunity
to reduce operational costs, create a functional working space, and minimize their impact on the
environment.
The show brings together varying decision makers including designers, facility managers, and construction
& planning teams designing the next phase of healthcare. With the technology of LEDs taking shape and
becoming readily available, lighting options have increased with much discussion and opportunity. Elio™
takes pride in its products offering safety certifications and tested lumen output, color rendering, and
wattage usage. The fit for LEDs in the healthcare industry is ideal as they offer noteworthy performance
and function.
“LED lighting is a huge opportunity for businesses in the healthcare industry. It not only brings
significant cost savings from an operational standpoint but it’s also a better investment for the
future wellbeing of our society. LEDs have significantly less environmental impact through reduced
energy consumption and no UV emissions in addition to containing no mercury or lead. Elio™ LED
lighting is a golden opportunity for healthcare with benefits seen after the first use.”
- Robert Van Driel. Industrial Sales Manager for ITC
For more information on elio™ LED lighting for the healthcare industry, please visit us at the Healthcare
Facilities Symposium & Expo in Chicago next week. If you or your organization is unable to attend the
healthcare show but would like more information on elio™, please contact Robert Van Driel at
616-396-1152 to discuss elio™ LED lighting in your next project.
Healthcare Facilities Symposium & Expo Show Information
Dates: September 14-16, 2010
Location: Navy Pier - Chicago, IL
Website: www.hcarefacilities.com
Phone: 203-371-6322
Email: info@jdevents.com

###
elio™ is a division of ITC Incorporated headquartered in Holland, Michigan. ITC Incorporated is a service driven design and
manufacturing company that continually meets the needs of it’s customers through engineering innovation and quality design.
The elio™ brand of LED lighting has been turning going green into gold since 1998 with easy to install applications, high quality
lighting, and significant returns on investments

